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An evaluated semantic QE and structure-based
approach for enhancing Arabic Q/A
Lahsen ABOUENOUR, Karim Bouzouba, and Paolo Rosso

Abstract—This paper describes an approach for improving the reranking of passages at the Passage Retrieval (PR) module in the
context of the Arabic Question/Answering (Q/A) systems. This
approach implements a process performing a semantic QE based
on the Arabic WordNet (AWN) ontology with a structure-based
PR based on the Distance Density n-gram model. Experiments
with a set of translated CLEF and TREC questions have shown
that the accuracy, the Mean Reciprocal Rank and the number of
answered questions have been significantly improved using our
approach. An analysis of the reached performances is discussed in
this paper.

questions and it does not attempt to understand the content
of the question at a deep, semantic level.
AQAS [10] is knowledge-based and, therefore, extracts
answers only from structured data and not from raw text
(non structured text written in natural language).
ArabiQA [21] is an Arabic Q/A prototype based on the
Java Information Retrieval System (JIRS)2 [22] Passage
Retrieval (PR) system and a Named Entities Recognition
(NER) module. It embeds an Answer Extraction module
dedicated especially to factoid questions. In order to
implement this module authors developed an Arabic NER
system [20] and a set of patterns manually built for each
type of question.
QASAL [26] is a recent attempt for building an Arabic
Q/A which process factoid questions (e.g. questions that
have NE answers). Experiment have been conducted and
showed that for a test data of 50 questions the system
reached 67,65% as precision, 91% as recall and 72,85%
as F-mesure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Q

UESTION/ANSWERING

(Q/A) systems belong to the
category of advanced Information Retrieval (IR) tools.
They differ from the widely used Search Engines (SE) since a
precise answer is returned to the user rather than a list of links.
Indeed, the use of SE presents a constraint for users as they
have to manually filter a long set of returned documents.
Researches in the field of Q/A have known significant
progression for languages such as English, Spanish, French or
Italian [25]. In the context of the Arabic language there are
few attempts for building Q/A systems. This may be due to the
particularities of the language (short vowels, absence of capital
letters, complex morphology, etc.). The most well-known
Arabic Q/A systems are:
• QARAB [7] is a system that takes natural language
questions expressed in the Arabic language and attempts
to provide short answers. The system’s primary source of
knowledge is a collection of Arabic newspaper text
extracted from Al-Raya1, a newspaper published in Qatar.
QARAB uses shallow language understanding to process
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AQAS and QARAB offered for the community of
researchers in the field of the Arabic Natural Language
Processing (NLP) the first prototypes of Arabic Q/A systems.
However, since these systems process only structured data,
their use in an open domain such as the web is not possible.
ArabiQA and QASAL are more developed especially in the
processing of factoid questions. The former integrates a NER
that has been evaluated and tested using well-known test data.
The latter has been also tested but the two tests have used a
lower number of questions. The two systems have not been
evaluated in an open domain collection such as the web.
On another hand, regardless the processed language, a
regular Q/A system has the architecture illustrated in Figure 1
below. These systems include three modules:
(i) Question analysis and classification module: this module
contains the first processes applied to a question. A question
has to be analyzed in order to extract its keywords that are not
stopwords, identify the class of the question (for instance
factoid, definition, etc), identify the structure of the expected
answer, form the query to be passed to the PR module, etc.
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User question

Question Analysis & Classification

PR module

Answer Extraction
Fig. 1. The regular architecture of a Q/A system

(ii) PR module: this module is the kernel of a Q/A system.
The quality of the results returned by such system depends
mainly on the quality of the PR module it uses [9]. Indeed, this
module uses the query formed by the previous module and
extracts a list of passages from an IR process (generally a SE
such as Google3 or Yahoo4). After that, this module has to
perform a ranking process in order to improve the relevance of
the candidate passages according to the user question.
(iii) Answer Extraction (AE) module: this module tries to
extract the answer from the candidate passages provided by the
previous module. In advanced Q/A systems, this module can
be designed to construct the answer from one or many
passages. Of course, the AE module will fail to get or
construct the answer if the candidate passages provided by the
PR module are not relevant and does not contain the answer.
The implementation of these three modules for the Arabic
language is a challenging task. The few attempts, described
previously, for building an Arabic Q/A system show that many
efforts are still needed in order to reach the progression made
in the same area for other languages. There are several lines
that may be considered by researchers in this direction,
namely: improving the question clustering task, making
advanced NE processes for the purpose of Arabic Q/A
systems, enhancing the PR module, adapting evaluated
techniques to the Arabic language at the answer extraction
module, etc.
The definition of the Q/A systems modules as described
above shows the importance of the candidate passages
generated by this module. Therefore, one of the possibilities to
improve a Q/A system is to improve its PR module since its
role is to get the most relevant passages from the documents
with respect to the processed question. In order to do so, one
promising way is to use instead of a keyword-based PR system
(such as Google, Yahoo, etc) a structure-based PR system such
as JIRS. The JIRS PR is designed to improve passage re3
4
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ranking in the context of Q/A systems. In fact, it allows
considering the question structure at the PR stage. The use of
JIRS has been evaluated for other languages such as English
and Spanish [29]. Moreover, by using JIRS experiments have
shown that the precision is higher than when we use a SE
adapted to the PR task [29; 38]. The reached performances for
the cited languages are encouraging. Although JIRS is
language independent, a significant evaluation in the context
of Arabic Q/A systems has to be done. At least, this evaluation
will allow researchers to have an idea about the quality of the
adaptation of JIRS to the Arabic language [22].
The use of a structure-based PR is not enough for the
improvement of the PR module. Indeed, since there are many
ways to formulate a question in natural language, a Query
Expansion (QE) process can be used in order to surmount the
situations where the PR process eliminate relevant passages
containing other forms of the question keywords or words
related to them. For instance, if the question contains the
keyword  (Tryq : a way) the query used by the PR process
can be expanded to include its other morphological forms like
( قTrq : broken plural of Tryq) or (  تTrqAt : plural of
Tryq). A more advanced QE process relies also on semantic
relations. For example, we can include keywords like  (mmr
: path) or ( رmsAr : trajectory) since they have a similar
meaning to the original keyword. Some QE techniques using
light-stemming can enhance recall5 [2], while others improve
precision6 [3]. Generally, QE increases the recall at the
expense of precision.
In the context of the Q/A task, the precision depends also on
the question structure. Indeed, a document is not relevant only
because it contains the question keywords (or expanded
keywords) but also by containing them close each to other as
in the question. For instance, let us consider the question “ 
 ا اء ؟
( ”  ءWhen was the construction of the
Alhambra castle ?): the keywords of this question are  (tm :
has been completed) –( ءbnA' : building) – (qSr : castle)
– ( ا اءAlHmrA' : Alhambra). One of the most relevant
passages should contain for instance the structure “...   ء
ا اء...”, “...   ا اء...” or other similar structures. A
passage which contains the structures “...  ء...” and “... 
ا اء...” separately is less relevant than the one containing
“...   ا اء...”. The former contains all of the
question keywords but in a different structure, while the latter
has the same structure of the question even with one expanded
keyword. Of course the latter is more relevant.
The objective of our work is to contribute in the
improvement of Arabic Q/A systems by enhancing the PR
module. We propose two directions for such enhancement:
firstly a semantic QE is used in the aim to have a high level of
5

Recall is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved by a
search divided by the total number of existing relevant documents (which
should have been retrieved).
6
Precision is defined as the number of relevant documents retrieved by a
search divided by the total number of documents retrieved by that search.
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completeness (recall) when the IR process retrieves passages.
Then a structure-based process is used for passage re-ranking
in order to have the expected answer in the top of the
candidate passages list. In the first task we have used the
content and the semantic relations existing in the Arabic
WordNet (AWN) ontology [30]. In the second task we have
adopted the JIRS PR system which is based on the Distance
Density n-gram model. This model finds question structures in
the passages and gives a higher similarity value to those
passages containing more grouped structures.
The evaluation process of our approach considers two of the
most known measures in the context of Q/A systems: the
accuracy and the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). This process
uses a set of 1500 TREC7 [1] and 764 CLEF8 questions
manually translated to the Arabic language. The reached
results show an improvement in the accuracy, the MRR and
the number of answered questions.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: section 2
describes the semantic QE; section 3 presents the structurebased technique adopted and its adaptation to the Arabic
language; section 4 is devoted to the presentation of the
experiments that we have conducted; in section 5 we discuss
the results of the experiments and section 6 summarizes the
main conclusions of this work.
II. SEMANTIC QUERY EXPANSION FOR ARABIC Q/A
QE is the process of adding new list of terms to the user
query in the context of an IR system. In this context, potential
documents satisfying the user query may not contain the
keywords as they are formulated by the user, but keywords
either differently formulated or having a close meaning. The
new list of terms generated by a QE process would allow the
system to consider these relevant documents.
Many QE techniques have been investigated by researchers
in the IR field. The basic ones are those targeting to fix
spelling errors by searching for the corrected form of the
words. Other QE processes rely on morphological relations
and reformulate the user query by adding the different
variations which are generated from keywords stems [5]. Even
though this QE technique produces higher recall [6, 7], it is
difficult to asset that it improves the precision. This is why
researchers have investigated other QE techniques such as those
using semantic relations. Generally, semantic QE process is
performed by considering the synonyms of the query
keywords. A thesaurus can be used as a base for such a process
[34]. However, the use of a thesaurus presents many
disadvantages. Indeed, building thesaurus is a time consuming
task as it is generally based on statistical techniques.
Moreover, the precision of thesaurus based QE in term of
semantic distance has to be proved.

3

The use of an ontology rather than a thesaurus is another
way to implement advanced semantic QE. In addition to the
number of semantic relations existing in it, an ontology
presents the advantage of containing concept relations, of
allowing semantic reasoning and cross language IR.
The adoption of ontologies raises the problem of the
availability of those semantic resources especially for
languages less concerned by research projects such as Arabic.
Nevertheless, the last decade has known a number of attempts
aiming to offer electronic resources to NLP researchers.
Our semantic QE approach is based on the AWN9 ontology
(AWN) [31]. This choice is due to the following advantages:
• The AWN ontology is a free resource for modern
standard Arabic.
• It is based on the design and the content of
Princeton WordNet (PWN) [32].
• AWN have a structure which is similar to wordnets
existing for some 40 languages, including English,
Italian, Spanish, French, Basque, Bulgarian,
Estonian, Hebrew, Icelandic, Latvian, Persian,
Romanian, Sanskrit, Tamil, Thai, Turkish, etc.
Therefore, cross-languages processes could be
considered later as an enhancement of the present
work.
• It is also connected to the Supper Upper Merged
Ontology (SUMO) [33]. Let us recall briefly that
SUMO is an upper level ontology which provides
definitions for general-purpose terms and acts as a
foundation for more specific domain ontologies. It
contains about 2000 concepts.
AWN offers the possibility to export its content and
structure onto many formats so that researchers can use it in
their context. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of AWN and its
mapping with the English WN.
Concept (SUMO)
==

Relation
(hyponymy,
synonymy, …)

@
+

English Synsets

AWN Synsets

English Words

Words

Forms (broken
plurals, roots, etc.)

Fig. 2. The AWN data structure
7

Text REtrieval Conference, http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa.html
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As illustrated in the figure above, the AWN data are divided
into four entities:
• Items which are conceptual entities, including synsets
(a set of words with the same part of speech that can
be inter-changed in a certain context), ontology
classes and instances. Besides a unique identifier, an
item has descriptive information such as a gloss.
Items lexicalized in different languages are distinct.
• Word entity is a word sense, where the citation form
of the word is associated with an item via its
identifier.
• A form is a special form that is considered dictionary
information (not merely an inflectional variant). The
forms of Arabic words that go in this entity are the
root and/or the broken plural form, where applicable.
• A link relates two items, and has a type such as
"equivalence," "subsuming," etc. Links connect sense
items to other sense items, e.g. a PWN synset to an
AWN synset, a synset to a SUMO concept, etc. Note
that the “@”, “+” and “=” symbols in the figure above
refer to the INSTANCE_OF, MORE_GENERAL and
EQUIVALENT mapping types respectively.
The current release of AWN contains: 11270 Arabic synsets
(vs 115 000 synsets for English WN), 23496 Arabic words (vs
200 000 words for English WN). It contains also entries that
are named entities (1142 Synsets and 1648 words).
The AWN ontology contains different relations between its
items such as hyperonymy/hyponymy (supertypes/subtypes
relations), synonymy, meronymy/holonymy (part/whole
relations), etc. Our semantic QE approach uses four semantic
relations among those existing between AWN synsets (items),
words and forms. Therefore, the approach distinguishes four
sub QE processes: (i) QE by synonyms, (ii) QE by definitions,
(iii) QE by subtypes and (iv) QE by supertypes. Unlike the QE
by subtypes and supertypes, the QE by synonyms and
definitions generate new terms which are not in the question
term neighborhood. Moreover, our process is recursive
generating other terms which are not reachable by the simple
use of classical QE methods.
Let us consider the example of the question “ ه ا
( ”اي    ؟e.g. What position did Silvio
Berlusconi hold ? ). For this question, the Google SE returns
the first five snippets listed in Table 1. Even though these
snippets contain the keyword “  ” (Silvio
Berlusconi) and “ ” (manoSib : position) there is a need
to identify also the related terms to these keywords. Indeed, at
the answer extraction stage we have to find units of text
containing the (or a similar) structure to the expected answer.
In the given example the expected answer is something like
“[Answer]   !" ” where [Answer] is any term of
group of terms that is semantically related to the keyword
“ ” (manoSib : position).

TABLE I
SNIPPETS RETURNED BY THE GOOGLE SE FOR THE QUESTION
“ "!  ؟/ ي%”  ه ا  ا
Snippet ID

1

2

3

4

5

Snippet
;< ا@ن دوي =ت رAء اB  د أر... 2009 (5 65")  أل3
2004مI !G  دG و... ي% اDEF G    -<وزرا
 ازراء...   *A أت  * ا,  ل   اKLو
... تG  ه-  Sن آU ,D ضR6 ي%م اN- اO APا
*WR *"*    رAV ر<; ا ! اDB رو  وGو
ي "^در%\ ا  اG U* اN ;< وو=] ر.... Z* إXY
فb   هZI "  و... _ءI` أR -ا ا%* ه- "# 
  .... O دI *6 آG DF ! ي%دي اRآد  اc *5 
. اdN < أرآن اe  ن وزا أولG * I ""* و$ 
...
SB ر،AVف أن ر<; ازراء ا6I أ... 2005 (;A iب )أg 29
. *55 ! %& ،   ،لN E  ا،رز5 ل اIUا
... O l5 ي% اSBا ا% هm n! إن اnbG
... 6 BرB ;<ري   رأس او* ا- B  ( م ا
* اب- R N ا " ا-R ا%    A إnGI
 AV  \ ر<; ازراء ا6 ا،n" ... * Rا
...- -" أpR  
   OI *ع اW *A  * إ/*A اءqPا
ا-Y 18 لKL - ! ا6  انOR6 رP  ن دو/*د6 P ا....
...S ا< اq *) و+ وX

The idea is to apply our semantic QE process in a way to
have new terms related to the considered keyword. After that,
we re-rank the passages in order to have in the first ranks those
containing both the question keywords and the new generated
terms close each to another.
Our QE process is applied only for keywords which are not
stopwords ( ,  هand ي%)ا. For instance, the term “”ا
(manoSib : position) belongs to the AWN synset “ - َِْ
*َ!ِ+( ” َوmanoSib : position – wZyfp : job). Figure 3 shows the
available information for this synset in the AWN ontology.

Fig. 3. The entry related to the keyword “manoSib” in the AWN ontology

In addition to its synonym “wZyfp : job” the considered
entry has also two direct supertypes which are *- (mhnp :
job) and ( طn$AT : activity). However, it has no subtypes.
The SUMO concept related to the considered synset is
“POSITION”. The definition of this concept in the SUMO
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ontology is as follows: “A formal position of responsibility
within an &%Organization. Examples of Positions include
president, laboratory director, senior researcher, sales
representative, etc.”. Given that the SUMO concepts are
preceded by the symbols “&%” and “?”, we can identify the
SUMO concept “ORGANIZATION” as being related to the
“POSITION” concept. This new concept is linked to the
AWN synset presented by the term “*vِRْ َB” (jamoEiy~ap :
association). The neighborhood (supertypes and subtypes) of
this new synset allows us to reach new terms such as: “*َ vpَُ ”
(munaZ~amap : organization), “*َIَ َB” (jamaAEap :
community), “*  F” (Hkwmp : government) and “ِ"َِ" َمpِ”
(niZaAm siyaAsiy : political system). The SUMO concept
“ORGANIZATION” is also linked to the synset represented
by the term “;ِ<( ” َرra}iys : Chairman). New terms could be
reached in the neighborhood of this synset such as \َِ (malik :
king), ( َر<ِ; ا ِ َزرَاءra}iys AlwizaraA' : prime minister) and
*َْوv ( َر<ِ; اra}iys Ald~awolap : head of nation).
Figure 4 below illustrates the result of the recursive QE
process that we have performed starting from the question
keyword “”ا. Note that boxes with labels 1, 2, 3 and 4
refer respectively to the QE by synonyms, definition, subtypes
and supertypes.
Our QE process generates three groups of new terms:
• Terms reached by the heyponymy (subtypes) and
hypernymy (supertypes) relations: “*- ” (mhnp :
profession), “َ( ”َ!َ َوضtafaAwaDa : negotiation), “” َِدَة
(qiyaAdap : command), “yْ5َq” (DaboT : control),
“*َRَْ=” (SanoEap : workmanship), “Sَ َI” (Eamal :
work) and “( ”طn$AT : activity). These terms
represent the direct neighborhood of the given question
keyword.
• Terms such as ;ِ<( َرra}iys : president) and *vِRْ َB
(jamoEiy~ap : association) which do not exist in the
direct neighborhood of the considered AWN synset but
can be reached through the definition of the SUMO
concept equivalent to that synset.
• Terms which do not exist in the direct neighborhood of
the considered AWN synset but can be reached through
the SUMO concept “IntentionalProcess” equivalent to
the second supertype of the given synset. The definition
of this concept uses two other SUMO concepts:
“CognitiveAgent” and “Process”. The former is
equivalent to the synset represented by the terms
“*vِْXَY” ($axoSiy~ap : personality) and “( ”ذاتaAt* :
self). The latter is equivalent to the synset symbolized
by “ََثF” (Hadav : evant) and “( ” ُو ُعwuquwE :
occurring).
Using our QE process we have reached new terms which are
semantically related to the question keyword “ ”ا. The
returned snippets using the expanded question (e.g. the user
question where the keyword “  ”اis replaced with each
generated keyword) are more relevant since they will contain

5

terms such as “*  F” (Hkwmp : government) and َر<ِ; ا ِ َزرَاء
(ra}iys AlwizaraA' : prime minister). As we can see in Table 1
above the expected answers “AV( ” ر<; ازراء اthe Italian
prime minister) or “*AV( ”ر<; ا  * اthe president of the
Italian government) exist in the returned snippets and are
reached only through the terms that have been generated by
our semantic QE. Other examples showing the usefulness of
using this semantic QE process could be found in [35].
Our process will also generate irrelevant or less relevant
terms which, passed to the SE, will produce irrelevant
snippets. Moreover, a recursive method can lead to an
indefinite QE process or at least can increase the number of
irrelevant snippets retrieved as a result of the expanded query.
Thus, a threshold is to be set in order to avoid such undesired
behavior. Preliminary experiments that we have conducted
[28] show that we can for instance set a two levels threshold
for QE by subtypes and supertypes as this threshold helps in
improving performances without producing a great amount of
new terms. Since the current AWN release is limited in term of
coverage and available links between synsets and SUMO
concepts, we did not set a threshold for the QE by synonyms
and definitions. The use of AWN as described above generates
a significant amount of new terms that can be used in the query
passed to the PR process.
The preliminary experiments allowed us to evaluate the
improvement of the accuracy and the MRR when the semantic
QE is used for 82 CLEf and 82 TREC questions. Table 2
below summarizes the obtained results.
TABLE II
RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS REGARDING THE USE OF THE
SEMANTIC QE
CLEF
MEASURES
Acc
MRR

TREC

Without QE

Using QE

Without QE

Using QE

1,22%

7,32%

5,02 %

6,95 %

0,99

3,25

2,04

2,88

The accuracy and the MRR have both been improved when
using our QE process. For instance, using QE with CLEF
questions we have obtained 7,32% (1,22% without QE) as
accuracy and 3,25 (0,99 without QE) as MRR.
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*َْوv ( َر<ِ; اra}iys Ald~awolap)

1
;ِ<( َرra}iys)

3

1

َِْ (manoSib)

*!+( وwZyfp)

2

SUMO : Position

( َر<ِ; ا ِ َزرَاءra}iys AlwizaraA'

4

2

1

\َِ (malik)

2

3
4

3

SUMO : Organization

*vِRْ َB (jamoEiy~ap)

4
1

*َ vpَُ (munaZ~amap)

2
*َIَ َB (jamaAEap)

1
3
2
4

ِ"َِ" َمpِ
niZaAm siyaAsiy

*  F (Hkwmp)

3
4

1
2
*- (mhnp)
3
1
2

4
*َRَْ= (SanoEap)

3

*vِْXَY ($axoSiy~ap)

Sَ َI (Eamal)

( ذ َاتaAt *)

1
4
2

SUMO : IntentionalProcess
( طn$AT)

3
SUMO : CognitiveAgent
4

1
2
3

SUMO : Process

( َِ َدةqiyaAdap)

ََثF (Hadav)

ض
َ ( َ!َ َوtafaAwaDa)
1

4

SْRِG (fiEol)
2

Fig. 4. The entry related to the keyword “manoSib” in the AWN ontology
3
4

( ُو ُعwuquwE)
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Let us recall that our QE process aims to reach a high level
of completeness. The retrieved passages using this process
have to be re-ranked later using a structure-based approach.
The Distance Density n-gram is a model designed for passage
re-ranking with respect to the similarity between a retrieved
passage and the original user question. In the next section, we
move to the presentation of the structure-based passage reranking using the Distance Density n-gram model. We also
describe the JIRS system which implements this model.
III. STRUCTURE-BASED PASSAGE RE-RANKING
In the context of IR systems, users could be unsatisfied if
irrelevant documents are presented in the top of the result list.
Therefore, a ranking process is to be performed in order to
assign higher weights to those documents which better match
the user query. This process can be based on passages instead
of documents. A PR based ranking process tries to provide
relevant units of text related to the user query. PR ranking
compare passages having the same length rather than
documents with different length.
There are different methods to perform the segmentation of
documents into passages [16]:
• Dividing text by considering the units according to
their semantic and where the topics change;
• Using the explicit structure of the documents e.g
passages can be extracted from the tags of an SGML
document;
• Considering parts of the text containing a fixed
number of words;
• Getting arbitrary passages [17];
• etc.
Recent PR approaches use generative and statistical models
of documents and queries (“language models”) in the context
of IR [13; 14; 15]. In the present work, we have been
interested by the adoption of the Distance Density N-gram
model PR since it presents the advantage of being tested
through different experimentations [10; 11; 12]. Indeed, these
works have proved that the density approach is the most
successful technique especially for the Q/A systems. Another
advantage of the use of this model is to be implemented in The
Java Information Retrieval System (JIRS) which is a language
independent PR system so it is adapted to be used in the
context of the Arabic language [19]. Before presenting the
features of the JIRS PR system, we give a brief description of
how the density model could improve the passage ranking
process. Let us recall that this process is based on the
assignment of weights to the retrieved passages. The density
model is designed in a manner to give more weight to those
passages where the question terms appear nearer to each other.
In order to implement such a model, two steps are needed: In
the first step, passages are searched and assigned a weight
which is expressed as:

(1)
Where nk is the number of passages in which the associated
term to the weight wk appears and N is the number of the
considered passages.
The second step uses a model which gives more importance
to passages where the question n-grams present a higher
density. This model can be expressed as:

(2)

Where x is an n-gram of p formed by q terms, wi are the
weights defined by (1), h(x) can be defined as:

(3)

d(x,xmax) is the factor which expresses the distance between
the n-gram x and the n-gram with the maximum weight xmax ,
this factor is expressed by the formula:

(4)
The JIRS implements the density model described above.
JIRS extracts the N-grams from the question and compare
them with the N-grams extracted from the ranked passages
returned by a SE such as Google, Yahoo or Lucene10. The
final result of the system is a list of re-ranked passages with
respect to the structure similarity between them and the user
question.
The system was reported to offer high performance in all of
the Spanish, French and Italian languages [18]. The ArabicJIRS version of the passage retrieval system relied on the same
architecture as for the other languages. The main modifications
were made on the Arabic language-related files (text encoding,
stop-words, list of characters for text normalization, Arabic
special characters, question words, etc.) [19].
In order to show the usefulness for using JIRS, let us
consider the example of the previous section. Let us recall that
the QE process that we have applied to the keyword “ ”
(manoSib : position) has generated new related terms like
“*  F” (Hkwmp : government), “ِ"َِ" َمpِ” (niZaAm
siyaAsiy : political system), ( َِدَةqiyaAdap : command) and
( َر<ِ; ا ِ َزرَاءra}iys AlwizaraA' : prime minister). Using the
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original user question, JIRS returns the results listed in Table 3
below. Note that the collection used is created from the
content of the first thirty snippets returned by the SE after
querying it using the same question.

TABLE IV
TOP RANKED PASSAGES RETURNED BY JIRS FOR THE EXPANDED QUESTIONS
Passage
13

Similarity
0.5583812

Doc

Passage

4

"  ا-R ا% ""  A إnGI
،n" . .. * R* اب ا- R Nا
!" AV  \ ر<; ازراء ا6ا
- -" أpR   .. .

2

! -./ ا ! ا0* رDB رو  وGو
... Z* إXY *WR *"   ر
ي%\ ا  اG U* اN ;<وو=] ر.
_ءI` أR -ا ا%* ه- D5  "^در..
.

1

3 Aء اB د أر. .. 2009 (5 65") أل
!" -<ا@ن دوي =ت ر<; وزرا
!G  دGو. .. ي% اDEF G  
*   أت,  ا/ لKL و2004مI
  *A ا.. .

1

0* ا@ن دوي =ت رAء اB د أر
.. ي% اDEF G    2*وزرا
,  ا/ لKL و2004مI !G  دGو.
ازراء. ..   *Aأت  * ا
 Sن آU ,D ضR6 ي%م اN- اO APا
تG  ه- .. .

1

3 Aء اB د أر. .. 2009 (5 65") أل
!" -<ا@ن دوي =ت ر<; وزرا
!G  دGو. .. ي% اDEF G  
*   أت,  ا/ لKL و2004مI
  *A ا.. .

4

"  ا-R ا% ""  A إnGI
،n" . .. * R* اب ا- R Nا
!" AV  \ ر<; ازراء ا6ا
- -" أpR   .. .

TABLE III
PASSAGES RETURNED BY JIRS FOR THE QUESTION
“ "!  ؟/ ي%”  ه ا  ا
Passage

2

1

Similarity

0.44735444

0.433959

Doc

Passage
;< ا@ن دوي =ت رAء اB د أر
.. ي% اDEF G   !" -<وزرا
,  ا/ لKL و2004مI !G  دGو.
1
ازراء. ..   *Aأت  * ا
 Sن آU ,D ضR6 ي%م اN- اO APا
.. .تG  ه-
Aء اB د أر. .. 2009 (5 65") أل3
!" -<ا@ن دوي =ت ر<; وزرا
1 !G  دGو. .. ي% اDEF G  
*   أت,  ا/ لKL و2004مI
.. .  *Aا

4

0.35973868

2

!" *AV ر<; ا  * اDB رو  وGو
]=وو. ... Z* إXY *WR *"  ر
D5 ي "^در%\ ا  اG U* اN ;<ر
.. ._ءI` أR -ا ا%* ه-

13

0.35973868

4

"  ا-R ا% ""  A إnGI
،n" . .. * R* اب ا- R Nا
!" AV  \ ر<; ازراء ا6ا
.. .- -" أpR  

14

0.35973868

*ع اW *A  * إ/*A اءqPا
 /*د6 Pا. ...   !" OI
5
ا-Y 18 لKL - ! ا6  انOR6 رPن دو
.. .S ا< اq<] و+ وX

9

0.16316938

3

;<ف أن ر6Iأ. .. 2005 (;A iب )أg29
E  ا،رز5 ل اIU اSB ر،AVازراء ا
 *55 *XY ،  !" ،لN
.. .O l5 ي% اSBا ا% هm n! إن اnbG.

As we can see passage 2 has been assigned the best score
according to the Distance Density model. Even if passages 4
and 13 contain two structures closely similar to the one of the
question. This due to the fact that passage 2 contains two sub
structures “  !"” and “  ”اwhich exist in the
question, while passages 4 and 13 contain only one sub
structure “  !"”. At the answer extraction level it would
be easy to extract “AV ”ر<; ازراء اand “*AV ”ر<; ا  * اas
answers if passages 4 and 13 have been assigned a best score.
Let us now see how JIRS combined with the results of our
QE process will improve passage ranking. The idea is form
expanded questions by replacing the keyword “  ”اin the
question with each term generated by our QE process. After
that we use the expanded questions as queries passed to JIRS.
Therefore, we have a ranked list of passages for each query. In
our process we consider the best scored passages among the
different queries. Table 4 shows the list of ranked passages.
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4

1

2

1

13

0.5294399

0.45635238

0.44735444

0.433959

0.5583812

Table 4 illustrates the added value of using JIRS and
semantic QE together. Indeed, passage 13 and 4 that contain
the expected answer are now assigned a higher similarity
scores.
In order to show the usefulness of the proposed approach
which combines the semantic QE with JIRS, we conducted
preliminary experiments on 82 CLEF and 82 TREC questions
[37]. Table 5 below summarizes the obtained results.
TABLE V
RESULTS OF THE PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTS REGARDING THE USE OF THE
SEMANTIC QE TOGETHER WITH JIRS
CLEF
MEASURES
Acc
MRR

TREC

Without QE

Using
QE+JIRS

Without QE

Using
QE+JIRS

15,85%

19,51%

2,7 %

10,81 %

5,46

7,85

0,67

4,53

The use of our QE based on AWN together with the
structure-based re-ranking using JIRS gives the best
performances in terms of accuracy (19,51% and 10,81%) and
MRR (7,85 and 4,53).
In the current work, and in order to make significant
conclusions, we have conducted new experiments using our
semi-automatic built question set. This set contains not only
164 questions (82 from CLEF and 82 from TREC) as in the
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preliminary experiments, but almost all available CLEF and
TREC questions (2264 questions) translated to the Arabic
language. The next section is devoted to the presentation of the
obtained results.

•

9

OTHER: “ What is a risk factor for cardiovascular
diseases? ” “ *IوU اض ا واU AX اS اI F ه أ
”ا * ؟
TABLE VI
CLEF QUESTIONS PER TYPES

IV. EXPERIMENTS RESULTS
TYPE

A. Data Set
In the Q/A field, researchers have two well-known
international competitions where they can compare their
systems: the TREC11 (Text REtrieval Conference) and
CLEF12(Cross Language Evaluation Forum). In these
competitions, works related to both Monolingual and CrossLingual QA tasks are concerned. The test data provided by the
two competitions cover a great amount of languages (English,
French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, etc.). Unfortunately, the
Arabic language is not among them. Therefore, a need of a
translation into the Arabic language of the available data set is
to be done. In the context of the current work, we have
manually translated all the TREC and CLEF questions
available in English and French. Using this two test data sets
allows us to conduct experiments with the same distribution of
questions in terms of covered topics, question categories,
nature of the expected answer, etc.
The numbers of translated questions13 are: 1500 for the
TREC set and 764 for the CLEF set. These questions are
classified into different domains (sport, geography, politic,
etc.) and different types. The types are defined from the nature
of the expected answer. The considered types are:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

11
12
13

MEASURE: for instance “What distance does the
Granada-Dakar rally cover?” “ 6* اG  ه ا
 دآر؟- *i  را-A^”
ABREVIATION: for instance “What is NASA?” “
”  ه " ؟
COUNT: for example “How many people are
killed by landmines every year?” “ صXYPد اI آ
* ؟qرU^م اUاء اB O " ن6 O%”ا
PERSON: “What is the name of the Queen of the
Netherlands?” “ ”  ه ا"  * ها ؟
OBJECT: “What is exhibited in the Vitra Design
Museum?” “   ؟6 ا6G ]6 G ضR ي%”  ا
LOCATION: for instance “What is the capital of
Chechnya?” “ = * ان ؟I ”  ه
ORGANIZATION: “Which organization does
Vanessa Redgrave support?” “ 6 * اp  ه ا
] ؟B  رG - I”
TIME: “When was the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights approved?” “ ZI *  ا دn  Z6
 ن ؟V  ق اRن اKIV”ا
LIST: “Tell me names of robots.” “  أ" ءAIأ
روت.”

http://trec.nist.gov/
www.clef-campaign.org/
available for download from www.emi.ac.ma/bouzoubaa/download.htm
or from http://www.dsic.upv.es/grupos/nle/downloads.html

#Q

%

LOCATION

129

16,88%

PERSON

127

16,62%

OTHER

107

14,01%

TIME

102

13,35%

COUNT

92

12,04%

ORGANIZATION

70

9,16%

ABREVIATION

44

5,76%

OBJECT

35

4,58%

LIST

31

4,06%

MEASURE

27

3,53%

Tables 6 and 7 below show, for each set, the number of
questions belonging to the different question types.
TABLE VII
TREC QUESTIONS PER TYPES
TYPE

#Q

%

OTHER

308

20,53%

LOCATION

257

17,13%

PERSON

237

15,80%

ABREVIATION

162

10,80%

TIME

162

10,80%

COUNT

99

6,60%

MEASURE

90

6,00%

ORGANIZATION

77

5,13%

OBJECT

63

4,20%

LIST

45

3,00%

As we can see, the CLEF questions belong mainly to types
which are NE. Indeed, 71,60% of the questions concern
PERSON, COUNT, MEASURE, ORGANIZATION, TIME
and LOCATION answers.
Table 7 above shows that the major part of the TREC
questions belongs to the types: LOCATION, PERSON and
OTHER. The percentage of questions that are of NE types is
61,47%.
B. Evaluation process and Measures
The scope of our work is the improvement of passage
ranking at the PR level for the Arabic Q/A systems. Therefore
an Arabic Q/A system is needed in order to embed our PR reranking process. For the purpose of the current work we just
simulate a Q/A system, therefore our evaluation process is
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by replacing keywords in each question by their related
terms generated in step 2.
Step 5 and 6: for each query set two types of experiments
are conducted: Keyword-based and Structure-based
experiment. In the first experiment we get the first five
snippets returned by the Yahoo API for each query. After
that, for each query, we check the existence of the
corresponding answer in these snippets. A value Vk,j is
assigned to each question as follows:

composed of automatic and manual tasks. Figure 5 below
illustrates this process.
•
CLEF QUESTIONS

1

2

TREC QUESTIONS

|Keywords Extraction

AWN

Semantic QE

1

if the answer to question k has been found
in the passage having the rank j (j is
between 1 and 5)

0

else

7
5

CLEF QUERIES

Snnipets

4

Vk,j =

Yahoo API

Answer checking

TREC QUERIES
Yahoo API
Snnipets

JIRS compliant
corpus creation

JIRS Indexation
6
JIRS PR

C
A
L
C
U
L
A
T
I
N
G

In the structure-based experiment, we get m snippets
returned by the Yahoo API in response to all the CLEF or
TREC queries. We create then a collection of documents
from the content of these snippets with respect to the
format supported by JIRS. This collection is indexed
using the corresponding JIRS process. After that, we
make use of the Monolingual Retrieval process offered by
JIRS in order to query our collection. We consider the
first five results like what we have done in the keywordbased evaluation. In previous experiments it has been
checked that the optimal value of m is between 800 and
1000 for the Spanish CLEF document collection. For the
purpose of our experiments we investigate the
performances for m=200 in the case of the TREC
questions and for m=1000 for the TREC and CLEF
questions.

M
E
A
S
U
R
E
•

Passages

Answer checking

Fig. 5. The evaluation process steps

As illustrated in the figure above, each set of the considered
questions is processed through the following steps:
• Step 1: the first step is to extract the relevant keywords
contained in the question. The extracted keywords are to
be passed to the QE process. We eliminate stopwords (a
list of Arabic stopwords related to the Q/A task is
available in JIRS [19]) is used in order not to consider
them in the next step.
• Step 2: for each extracted keyword we perform the
semantic QE process described previously in section 2
(using AWN). A list of new related terms is therefore
generated.
• Step 3: for each question set (e.g. TREC and CLEF) we
generate a set of queries. Indeed, these queries are formed

Step 7: after each experiment, our process calculates
the measures for the different set of questions. We have
considered three measures:
o The Accuracy which is the average of the questions
where we find the answer in the first rank;
o The Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR). The reciprocal
rank of a query response is the multiplicative
inverse of the rank of the correct answer: MRR is
the average of the reciprocal ranks of results for a
sample of queries14.
o The number of answered questions which is the
number of those questions that we find the answer
in at least one of the first five ranks.

The overall accuracy is calculated according to the formula:
(5)

Acc

=

1
Ns

∑

V k ,1
k ∈ s

Where Ns is the number of questions of the question set s.
The overall MRR is calculated as follows:

14
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(6)

MRR

= Avg

k ∈ s

(

1
5

5

∑
j =1

Vk, j
)
j

Where k is a question belonging to the set s (CLEF or
TREC), j is the passage rank.
The number of answered questions is calculated
according to the formula:

1
AQ =
∑ max(Vk , j )
Ns k∈s

(7)

Where k is a question belonging to the set s, N is the
number of question contained in the set s and Vk,j the value
assigned to the five passages returned in response to the
question k.
C. Results
1) Query Expansion
For the TREC questions, the semantic QE has been
performed for 858 questions. This means that AWN
contains corresponding entries for 57,2% of the TREC
questions. This percentage is higher in the case of the CLEF
questions and reach 80,10% (612 questions out of 764).
The overall coverage of AWN with respect to the two
question sets is 64,93%. Table 8 and 9 below show the
AWN coverage for the two question sets with respect to
semantic relation type.
TABLE VIII
AWN SEMANTIC RELATIONS COVERAGE FOR THE
TREC QUESTIONS
RELATION TYPE

#Q

%

Synonym

850

99,07

Supertypes

179

20,86

Subtypes

132

15,38

Definition

26

3,03

TABLE IX
AWN SEMANTIC RELATIONS COVERAGE FOR THE
CLEF QUESTIONS
RELATION TYPE

#Q

%

Synonym

608

Supertypes

143

Subtypes

102

Definition

36

99,35
23,37
16,67
5,88

As we can see, the coverage for the two question sets has
the same trend in the four considered semantic relations.
Indeed, for almost all the questions there is at least one
keyword that can be expanded by its synonyms in the AWN.
However, the average of generated queries from the
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synonymy relation has been calculated and does not exceed
3,65 per question for the CLEF set and 4,26 for the TREC
set.
The coverage of AWN in term of hyponymy (subtypes)
and hypernymy (supertypes) relations does not exceed 25%.
For the definition relation, the coverage is very low and is
close to 6%.
The statistics above show that AWN is more developed
with respect to the synonymy relation. However, efforts
must be provided regarding the hierarchy of types and the
connection with the SUMO ontology. In order to compare
the performances before using our semantic QE and after,
we consider only the sub set of questions that can be
expanded.
2) Keyword-based evaluation
The aim of the keyword-based evaluation is to measure
the usefulness of the semantic QE process in the context of
the Q/A PR module. In this experiment, the passage ranking
does not take into account the question structure. Table 10
below shows the obtained results for the CLEF and TREC
sets.
TABLE X
KEYWORD-BASED PERFORMANCES USING SEMANTIC QE FOR THE CLEF
AND TREC QUESTIONS
CLEF
MEASURES
Acc
MRR*
AQ

TREC

Without QE

Using QE

Without QE

Using QE

5,07%

8,35%

3,38%

5,24%

1,66

3,12

1,21

2,04

12,09%

17,97%

7,58%

12,82%

* Note that MRR has been multiplied by 100 in order to have a better
readability.

From the table above, we can state that using our
semantic QE improves the Accuracy, the MRR and the
number of answered questions. Indeed, by using the QE
based on AWN we won 3.28%, 1.46 and 5.88% respectively
for the CLEF set and 1.86%, 0.83 and 5.24% respectively
for the TREC questions. However, these performances are
still lower compared to what we have reached in a previous
work [28]. The particularity of that work is the fact that we
manually checked the existence of the answer in the snippets
returned by the SE. Moreover, in that work the online SE
was used instead of the Yahoo API. The accuracy reached
was close to 33% while the MRR was around 10.
Indeed, many causes may be behind the failure of our
process in identifying answers despite they exist in the first
five passages. Generally, this failure is due to the expression
answers e.g. answers with more than one word. For instance,
if the question is “ و  س ن ؟Z6 ” (When was Tomas
Mann born?) and the answer is “1875  6” (6th June 1875)
our process fail to get the answer in a passage containing the
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month and the year or the year only. Therefore, some
relaxations are needed at the answer checking of our
evaluation process in order to get the performances which
are close to the reality.
We have considered three types of relaxations:
• For the date answers, if the process fails to get them we
try then to search only the year.
• In the date answers, we replace search also with the
Arabic corresponding months such as “”أل
(September).
• If the process fails to identify the answer in a passage,
we try identifying its stem instead of the entire word.
We have used for so the Buckwalter morphological
analyzer [36].

or not JIRS improves this re-ranking in the context of the
Arabic language. Secondly, we evaluate how our semantic
QE combined with JIRS could reach higher performances in
terms of accuracy, MRR and the number of answered
questions. Tables 12 and 13 below show the performances
reached after using JIRS for the two question sets. The
results are presented before using the QE and after using it.
TABLE XII
STRUCTURE-BASED PERFORMANCES USING JIRS FOR THE CLEF
AND TREC QUESTIONS (BEFORE RELAXATIONS)

CLEF
MEASURES
Acc

In addition to those relaxations, we perform, for
expression answers, a sub process which allows
identifying passages that contains at least one word of the
answer. For instance, the question “] ؟-ع ا6Lي ا% اO ”
(Who did invent the phone?) has the answer “ اهمi ا ر
S” (Alexander Graham Bill), so if the word “”ا ر
(Alexander) appears in a passage then it is listed for a
manual validation. Therefore, we obtain a list where each
row contains the query, its answer, and the corresponding
passage. This list is then manually checked in order to
confirm that the passages contain the entire answers.

MRR
AQ

TREC

Without QE

Using QE

Without QE

Using QE

8.77 %

11.60%

6,41%

8,51%

3,99

5,26

2,78

3,7

12,09 %

16,01%

6,99%

10,60%

As we can see, the Accuracy and the MRR have been
improved for both the CLEF and TREC questions compared
to what we have reached in the keyword-based evaluation
before applying any relaxation at the answer checking stage.
However, the number of answered questions has decreased.
The reached accuracy and MRR are higher when we use our
semantic QE together with JIRS.
TABLE XIII
STRUCTURE-BASED PERFORMANCES USING JIRS FOR THE CLEF
AND TREC QUESTIONS (AFTER RELAXATIONS)

After considering these relaxations, we have obtained
the results listed in Table 11 below.
TABLE XI
KEYWORD-BASED PERFORMANCES USING SEMANTIC QE FOR THE CLEF
AND TREC QUESTIONS (AFTER RELAXATIONS)
CLEF
MEASURES
Acc
MRR
AQ

CLEF
MEASURES
Acc
MRR

TREC

Without QE

Using QE

Without QE

Using QE

11,76%

14,40%

8,16%

12,35%

3,85

5,59

3,1

5,05

25,16%

29,74%

16.78%

23,43%

As we can see, the performances in term of accuracy,
the MRR and the number of answered questions have
been improved after considering the relaxations described
previously.

AQ

TREC

Without QE

Using QE

Without QE

Using QE

19.89 %

21.90 %

13,64%

18,99%

9,12

10,08

6,06

8,61

27,45 %

29,90%

15,50%

24,48%

The application of the different relaxations has
significantly enhanced the different measures. The only
exception is the decrease of the number of answered TREC
questions when using JIRS without QE.
The best
performances are reached also with the use of JIRS on top
of our semantic QE.
V. DISCUSSION

3) Structure-based evaluation

The conducted experiments have shown that regardless
the question set, the performances in terms of accuracy,
MRR and the number of answered questions have been
improved when we include separately our semantic QE
based on AWN and then JIRS as a structure-based PR
system.

The aim of the structure-based evaluation is to measure
how JIRS can improve the relevance of the first five
passages. A previous work has shown that JIRS improves
the Yahoo snippets re-ranking for the English language [Ref
Gomez et Al.]. In this experiment, we first evaluate whether

The higher performances have been reached when we
include JIRS together with the semantic QE. Indeed, for the
TREC questions the accuracy passes from 8,16% to 18,99%
, the MRR from 3,1 to 8,61 and the percentage of the
answered questions from 16,78% to 24,48% with respect to

Even if the use of our semantic QE improves the
results, the reached performances are still unsatisfying.
Let us now see what performances can we reach by using
a structure-based approach.
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the different relaxations included at the answer checking
stage.
The usefulness of using JIRS together with the semantic
QE is better in the case of the CLEF questions. Indeed, the
accuracy is close to 22% instead of 12%, the MRR reaches
10,08 rather than 3,85. The use of JIRS and the semantic
QE allows getting the answer in one of the first five returned
passages for about 30% of the questions instead of 25,16%.
In order to analyze deeply the reached performances, we
have identified the number of the answered questions per
type of question. Table 14 shows the result of this analysis
for the two question sets.
TABLE XIV
TYPES OF THE ANSWERED QUESTIONS PER
QUESTION SET (AFTER RELAXATIONS)
AQ
CLEF

TREC

Without
JIRS+QE

Using
JIRS+QE

Without
JIRS+QE

Using
JIRS+QE

ABREVIATION

6,49%

1,64%

2,78%

5,24%

COUNT

7,14%

8,74%

9,03%

5,71%

LIST

2,60%

2,73%

0,69%

0,95%

LOCATION

19,48%

21,86%

21,53%

22,38%

MEASURE

2,60%

1,64%

7,64%

5,24%

OBJECT

2,60%

2,19%

2,78%

4,76%

TYPES

ORGANIZATION

5,19%

9,29%

6,94%

7,14%

OTHER

13,64%

12,57%

17,36%

13,33%

PERSON

29,87%

25,68%

14,58%

23,81%

TIME

10,39%

13,66%

16,67%

11,43%

The table presented above allows us identifying the
question types which form the sub set of the answered
questions. For instance, for the CLEF questions, 25.68% of
the answered questions are of the type PERSON and
21.86% are of the type LOCATION. For the CLEF
questions, 80.87% of the answered questions are factoid
ones while this percentage is 75,71% for the TREC set.
The difference of performances in term of accuracy,
MRR and the answered questions between the two question
sets can be explained by the fact that the TREC set contains
a higher percentage of questions which does not belong to
NE types (for instance LIST and OTHER).
Let us now consider the merged question set. Table 15
below shows the overall performances.
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TABLE XV
THE OVERALL PERFORMANCES BEFORE AND AFTER USING THE SEMANTIC QE
WITH JIRS (AFTER RELAXATIONS)
1470 CLEF+TREC question
MEASURES
Acc
MRR
AQ

Without JIRS and QE

Using JIRS+QE

9,66%

20,20%

3,41

9,22

20,27%

26,74%

The Table above shows the usefulness of our two fold
approach for the improvement of the Arabic PR module
with respect to considered questions. The MRR has been
enhanced better than the other measures. This means that
the use of our approach increase the probability of having
the expected answer in the first five ranked passages.
The obtained results are encouraging according to the
following statements:
• The low coverage of AWN which is the semantic
resource used in our QE process;
• The experiments are conducted in an open domain (the
web);
• The snippets returned by the Yahoo API are so small
that it is difficult to have both the question terms and
the expected answer in the same snippets;
• Questions do not come from the Arabic culture. Indeed,
the CLEF and TREC questions used in the test are
translated from the European and the American cultures
respectively to the Arabic language. Hence, we are not
sure that the available Arabic content in the web will
cover or not the questions topics. This will cause a low
low redundancy level. Unfortunately, JIRS works better
when redundancy is high, because it's more likely to
retrieve at least one relevant passage in this case.
• Most of the answers are NE that are transliterated from
English or French to the Arabic language. Therefore,
answers could not be found in Arabic texts and the
performances can be affected by spelling errors.
• Generally, SE ranks the snippets according to their date
of publication. Therefore, since our question sets
belong to at most the year 2004, the answers could not
appear in the first 1000 considered snippets.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an approach for
enhancing the PR module in the context of the Arabic Q/A
systems. This approach tries to introduce the semantic
aspect which is not included in the few existing Arabic Q/A
projects. Indeed, the first step that we perform concerns the
semantic QE based on the Arabic WordNet ontology. This
step aims reaching a high level of completeness by
retrieving not only passages containing the question
keywords but also those containing terms which are
semantically related to them. Therefore, four semantic
relations are considered: synonymy, hypernymy, hyponymy
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and the SUMO concept definition. The second step of our
approach re-ranks the resulting passages with respect to
their similarity to the question in terms of structure. The
Distance Density n-gram model has been considered at this
step because its added value has been proved for other
languages such as English. The JIRS PR system implements
this model and is adapted to the Arabic language. Thus, the
current work which uses JIRS has also the aim to confirm
performances of JIRS in the context of the Arabic language.
The experiments that we have conducted using almost all
available TREC AND CLEF questions (2264 questions)
showed that the best performances in terms of accuracy, the
MRR and the number of answered questions has been
improved significantly thanks to the use of our two steps
approach. Indeed, the overall accuracy reached with the
semantic QE used together with JIRS is 20.20% (versus
9.66%), the MRR passed from 3.41 to 9.22 and the number
of answered questions from 20.27% to 26.74%. These
results are encouraging since the experiments have been
undertaken on the basis of the current release of AWN
which has a low coverage of the considered questions (only
64,93% of the questions can be expanded). Moreover, the
average of generated queries per question using the
synonym relation (the most developed in AWN) is close to
4 queries. This average does not allow reaching a high level
of completeness.
Considering a more enriched release of the AWN
ontology is among the intended future works. This would
allow improving even more the performances of the PR
module based on our approach.
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